
EMERGENCY PROTOCOL 
 
 
In the event of an accident or emergency involving 99s or family of members of your own or 
another chapter, this protocol is to be used as a guide and reference. Emergencies differ. However, 
our response in each case should embody the same qualities of care with dignity, love and service. 
Members will bind together to address each emergency in a prompt, thoughtful, sensitive and caring 
manner. Just knowing what is appropriate to do is far better than doing nothing because "I just don't 
know what to do or say." 
 
The 99s' response would be one of many by a number of organizations such as CAP, law 
enforcement, coroner, etc. The important point is that we would be providing pertinent information, 
support and help for all our members and their families who are affected by these events. 
 
This protocol has been established to better know how to deal with tragic events and what can be 
expected. The chapter has two members who agree to be trained as point people able to provide 
leadership and advice to other chapter members and officers, as well as to victims, their families 
and friends. These two members might be called Shirley's Angels in honor of Shirley Lehr, a long-
time active member of the 99s, who was killed in an aircraft accident. 
 
The protocol includes: 
 
1. Assignment of responsibility 
2. Awareness, or notification 
3. Communication 
4. Action steps 
5. Possible support steps 
6. Form to provide access to persons, officials, agencies, and others 
 
Note that there are a variety of possibilities:  to name a few – aircraft is missing, accident in our 
area, accident in a remote area involving our member, vehicle accident, major illness, sudden death, 
and fire, flood, or earthquake. 
 
The first step for Shirley's Angels is to gather names and phone numbers.  
 
Each chapter needs to have member profiles on file (see Appendix E). The names and phone 
numbers of local emergency and other services should also be on file (see Appendix C). Note that 
more than one jurisdiction/airport may be in the area. 
 
LEADERSHIP RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROTOCOL 
 
1. The chapter chairman solicits two members to serve as Shirley's Angels. 
2. Shirley's Angels obtain materials from support services listed on the Southwest Section web 

page and elsewhere (see bibliography). 
3. Shirley's Angels may, if desired, obtain training/education from local police/sheriff/CAP 

chaplains. 
4. Shirley's Angels inform the chapter regarding the protocol. 
5. Obtain chapter approval of protocol. 
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WHEN IT HAPPENS 
 
1. Awareness – Someone learns of the emergency and contacts the chapter chairman, vice 

chairman or either of Shirley's Angels, in that order. Once contacted, it is the responsibility 
of the chairman to call the other officers and to indicate that an Angel or officer is on the 
case. All chapter communications should be routed through the person assigned to the case, 
and that person will be in contact with the chairman. In the event that the chairman is 
involved in the accident, the next ranking officer will be in charge. 

 
2. Communication – The chairman or Angel should contact the section governor as soon as 

possible. The chapter should have a telephone tree already established to communicate with 
members. 

 
3. Action – It is the responsibility of the Angels to determine the best course of action based on 

information, their training, the nature of the emergency, and agreement of the ranking 
chapter officer. Angels may go to the home or hospital and support family and friends. 
Angels are expected to indicate if materials, services, or other support are needed. Requests 
for this type of support should be communicated through the telephone tree or other 
predetermined method. Again, the section governor should be updated as appropriate. 

 
 The chairman should consider calling an emergency meeting of the chapter to coordinate 

efforts and dispel any incorrect information. It is also a time to emphasize what is best to say 
and do in this particular situation, including talking with the press. Chapter members need 
support, too! 

 
4. Support – Members of the chapter can be supportive in many ways. Some can provide 

transportation, food, household goods such as clothing and blankets, or shelter. These 
materials should be the result of a coordinated effort to address the immediate need and the 
future needs as best anticipated. Development of this effort is the responsibility of the 
Angels in coordination with the chapter chairman and Section governor. 

 
 Angels, along with others, can provide references to other support organizations who may 

have literature which explains the grieving process and what can be done. (See Appendix 
B.) 

 
Focus on where people are. Accept their mood, whether it be panic, anger, or fear. Do not 
judge. Survivors will need to talk to someone probably for a long time. Healing could be a 
very long process. Be aware that feelings and moods can shift from one day to another. 
Silence is not always a problem. Love understands love; it needs no words. 
 
Laugh. There are memories which are funny. Situations can be funny. Laughter is great 
medicine, and there is no limit on dose, or when to take. Laughter helps. 



           Appendix A 
 

ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED 
 
 
99s can compose a press release. 
99s can go to the funeral – it is a sign of love, friendship, and respect. The survivors need 99s  
  there AND after the rituals are over. 
99s can be pallbearers. 
99s can be an honor guard (badges). 
99s can help with funeral arrangements – cemetery, mortician, minister. 
99s can provide music (some pilots are musicians). 
99s can answer the phone, attend to the front door. 
99s can provide clothing and make arrangements for proper clothing. 
99s can make appointments for hair grooming, nails, etc. 
99s can provide or arrange for child care. 
99s can stay at the home during the services (to protect against intruders). 
99s can assist with or arrange for a reception after the services. 
99s can assemble pictures. These are valuable as remembrances; some might be used for insurance
  purposes. 
99s can provide transportation for family, friends, guests, other 99s. 
99s can assist with flowers. Some flowers could be taken to house-bound 99s, churches, etc. 
99s can assist with records, thank you notes, and other paperwork. 
99s can make follow-up personal visits and telephone calls. 
99s can go to lunch or dinner, offer to take persons to meetings and on flights. There are many 
 supportive activities – don't assume someone else is doing this. 
99s can establish a scholarship or other memorial. 
99s can be there and listen but not interrupt. Crying is a natural response; holding hands and 
 hugging tells how much you care. Just don't overwhelm. 
99s can make a contribution, send a card, hopefully with a personal note or memory, remember 
 birthdays and other special days. 
99s can continue to call and visit. Let them know that you care. 
99s can provide or arrange for financial help, legal services or other help which is part of necessary
 paperwork after the funeral. 
99s can provide a listing of things to do in the weeks and months after, so that all of the records, 
 files, insurances, credit cards, etc. have been updated and accounts squared away. Keeping
 busy is good. 

 
Finally, the chapter, with leadership by the Angels, can "debrief" at an appropriate later date to 
revise the protocol to make it better for everyone. We learn from our experience. 



            Appendix B 

 
REFERENCES, SUPPORT GROUPS, BIBLIGORAPHY 

 
 
HELP IS AVAILABLE! Did Charlie Brown say, "Good grief!"? Can grief be good? 
 
After you have looked at the "Community Services Directory" and made a list of all of the people 
resources available in your community, it's time to go to the library and the bookstore. But, it 
doesn't end there. The internet has more – much more. 
 
The protocol has to be useful to your particular chapter, so you have to start where you are – your 
own community. What do you have and how do you access it? Start with law enforcement. Get 
names and telephone numbers and ask for resources they use. Call mental health associations, 
hospitals, churches and other religious groups, the District Attorney, and go through the telephone 
Yellow Pages for counselors and psychotherapists who specialize in serving victims and family and 
friends. ("The Self-Help Source Book" lists hundreds of support groups. International Standard 
Book Number [ISBN] 0-9634322-3-2.) Ask for help and leads. 
 
Wings of Light, Inc. is a nonprofit organization established to assist those affected by aircraft 
accidents, including general aviation, recreation flying, business charters and airline transport. The 
organization does not get involved in legal or legislative activity. The main focus is on the support 
and emotional recovery of the individual. It consists of various support networks for accident 
survivors, family and friends of those involved in an accident. In addition, Wings of Light also 
serves those involved in the rescue, recovery and investigative efforts. Therefore, it also provides 
information from these sources regarding the investigative process. 
 
Wings of Light has a grief support kit called "Nepenthe" (removing sorrow). It has a variety of 
materials including videotapes. Upon request, Wings of Light will also call persons and provide a 
confidential list of others with whom to share. Wings of Light, Inc. is at PMB 448, 16845 N. 29th 
Avenue, Suite 1, Phoenix, AZ  85953, (623) 516-1115, www.wingsoflight.org or Andrea Waas 
(623) 825-6370, member of Phoenix chapter of 99s. 
 
See also "How Can I Help/What Will Help Me?" ISBN 1-8885933-20-7. 
 
MADD, Mothers Against Drunk Drivers, is internationally recognized for its work with those 
involved in vehicle accidents. Not only are there many local chapters, they have a great deal of 
experience with tragedy and can provide information as well as personal help. Appended to their 
manual "A How-To Guide for Victim Support Groups" are reading resources and a bibliography. 
 
Each chapter should become familiar with its own law enforcement and what it has to offer. For 
instance, the Sacramento, CA Law Enforcement Chaplaincy has been a pioneer in providing 
assistance to victims of crime and accidents. Community chaplains respond to provide counsel and 
support to all involved in traumatic events. Chaplains are specially trained to provide service, and a 
training program is available to members of the community. It is believed that such programs and 
services are available in almost every community in the nation. Therefore, those persons designated 
as Angels for 99s chapters should contact these persons and avail themselves of their knowledge 
and resources. It is probable that law enforcement personnel will be among the first contacted. It 
will be important for 99s Angels to understand how to coordinate their efforts with these persons 
and with the CAP chaplain. CAP will be involved in search and rescue. 
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On the internet is a site established by the Michigan Wing of CAP: www.MIWGCAP.gov 
or the International Critical Incident Stress Foundation, Inc. at www.ICISF.org, which was 
originally established as a resource to assist those who are involved in rescue. Rescue work can be 
very stressful. Fortunately, this effort is also useful for survivors. 
 
Other sources of help are hospitals, which often have bereavement programs; churches; FAA's 
FSDO, which has an Accident Response Plan; and perhaps an employer's employee assistance 
program. 



          Appendix C 
 

EMERGENCY PROTOCOL 
LOCAL CONTACT PERSONS/OFFICES 

 
           
Office    Name       Phone Number 

  
Chapter Chairman                         

Vice Chairman            

Shirley's Angel #1            

Shirley's Angel #2            

Section Governor            

Airport Tower             

Airport Manager            

Flight Service             

Approach Control            

FAA/FSDO             

Coast Guard             

Civil Air Patrol            

County Sheriff             

County Coroner            

City Police             

Fire Department            

State Highway Patrol            

Police Chaplains            

Red Cross             

MADD             

Wings of Light            

Newspaper             

Radio              

Television             

 

 

 

 



          Appendix D 
 

EMERGENCY PROTOCOL 
CONTACT PERSONS/OFFICES 

At Site of Accident 
           
 
Office    Name       Phone Number 

  
Chapter Chairman                         

Vice Chairman            

Shirley's Angel #1            

Shirley's Angel #2            

Section Governor            

Airport Tower             

Airport Manager            

Flight Service             

Approach Control            

FAA/FSDO             

Coast Guard             

Civil Air Patrol            

County Sheriff             

County Coroner            

City Police             

Fire Department            

State Highway Patrol            

Police Chaplains            

Red Cross             

MADD             

Wings of Light            

Newspaper             

Radio              

Television             

 
 
 
 



           Appendix E  
 

_________________________ CHAPTER 99s 
 

MEMBER PROFILE 
PERSONAL EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION LIST 

 
 
Name          Aircraft N#     
 
Address         Home Airport     
         FBO/ Hangar #    
 
Phone  (      )     Spouse's Name       
 
Children's Name(s)             
 
Veteran:     Yes ______   No ______  Church Affiliation      
      Phone:  (      )       
 
In the event of emergency, please notify: 
 
Name:         Relationship:      
Home Address (no P.O. Box):           
Home Phone:    (     )     
Work Place and Address:            
Work Phone:    (     )    
 
 
If unable above, please notify: 
 
Name:         Relationship:      
Home Address (no P.O. Box):           
Home Phone:    (     )     
Work Place and Address:            
Work Phone:    (     )    
 
 
If unable above, please notify: 
 
Name:         Relationship:      
Home Address (no P.O. Box):           
Home Phone:    (     )     
Work Place and Address:            
Work Phone:    (     )    
 
 
 
DATE SUBMITTED:      


